
Premium Chime.Center subscribers will find Custom Ringing on Chime.Center's Music menu.  
Use this screen to customize existing factory supplied ringing or create your own. 

Millennium and Platinum AX Ringing and Special Functions 

Ringing Functions 

Swinging bells are available in multiple pitches. A lower bell is typically swung as a Call to Worship. A 
smaller bell can be used to call to classes or Sunday School.  You can swing any of these bells for 30 or 
45 seconds, or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 10 minutes. 

A Peal consists of three or more bells swinging together in a chord. Peals are used during celebrations 
such as Easter, Christmas Eve and Weddings. Many different peals are included; you may swing any one 
for 30 or 45 seconds, or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 10 minutes. 

Swinging bells will decay naturally after swinging for the designated time. 

Tolls are solemn rings of a single low bell. They are used for funerals and other solemn occasions. The 
Slow tempo rings once every 12 seconds, Medium rings once every 9 seconds and Fast rings once every 5 
seconds. The automatic schedule can be programmed to toll one of the low bells continuously for 15, 30, 
or 45 seconds, or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 10 minutes. In addition to scheduling timed tolls, you can edit the 
Custom Toll Quick Function on your home page. 

The Angelus bells call the community to prayer traditionally at morning, noon and evening times. Three 
different tempos (5 seconds, 4.5 seconds and 4 seconds) are available to allow the appropriate amount of 
time between rings for each prayer. You can choose to end the prayer with 9 tolls or with a one-minute 
swinging bell. 

The Angelus and Time Strikes always take precedence over other scheduled music. If the Angelus and 
Time Strike are both scheduled on the same hour, only the Angelus will play. This setting can be 
changed in the Angelus configuration on Chime.Center. 

If you wish to use the real bells at your facility, check the option to use tower bells when scheduling the 
Time Strike and Custom Toll. When configuring the Angelus or adding swinging, pealing, or tolling 
bells to the schedule, choose a title containing the word “Tower.” 

Other Available Functions 

De Profundis Toll 
Orthodox “Call to Church”  
Taps and 18 military calls on Bugle 
Amazing Grace, The Battle is Over, Goin’ Home, and I’ll Fly Away on Bagpipes 

Add-On Music Volumes – Library Upgrades 

With an internet connection, your Millennium or Platinum AX library can be expanded. Scan the QR 
code below to view additional music volumes that can be purchased to upgrade your library. Copyrighted 
music can only be used in the US. Contact our office for more information or to receive a quote. 


